Introduction
Let X be a Banach space over the real numbers. Let n and k be integers with 2 ~< k < n.
We say that X has the n.k. intersection property (n.k.I.P.) if the following holds:
Any n balls in X intersect provided any k of them intersect.
In [2] , O. I-Ianner characterized finite dimensional spaces with the 3. In sections 2 to 4 we gradually introduce the concepts and theorems that we need.
To become familiar with the techniques involved, we have included the proof of some of the results. In sections 5 and 6 we prove some technical lemmas and characterize the parallel-faces and split-faces among the faces of the unit balls of Banach spaces with the 3.2.I.P. These results are used in the proof of the main result in section 7.
Banach spaces are denoted X, Y, and Z. The closed ball in X with center x and radius r is denoted B@, r), but for the unit ball we write XI=B(O, 1) . The dual space of X is written X*. The convex hull of a set S is written cony (S) and the set of extreme points (1) The contribution of the first named author to this paper is a part of his Ph.D. thesis prepared at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem under supervision of Professors J. Lindenstrauss and lVI. Perles, and has been supported by a graduate fellowship from Odense University Denmark. All spaces are assumed to be real.
Faces of the unit ball
If M is a subset of the unit ball X 1 of X, we denote by face (M) the smallest face of It follows from Theorem 3.6 that if X has the 3.2.I.P., then (3) is a consequence of (1) and (2) in definition 2.2.
We denote by P(H) the set of all proper parallel-faces of H when H is a face of X 1. Obviously every split-face is also a parallel-face. The opposite is not true.
PM(H)
Example 2.5. Let X=(/~@R)z,, and let H be the following maximal proper face of XI: H=conv (xl, x~, x3, x4, xs) where xl=(1 , 1, 1, 0), x~=(1, -1, 1, 0), x3=(1 , -1 ,-1, 0), x4=(1, 1, -1, 0) and x~=(0, 0, 0, 1).
The vertex {Xs} is a split-face of H, cony (xl, x~) is a parallel-face but not a split-face of H, and cony (xl, xs) is neither. See Fig. 2 re(H) = sup {dim span F: F is an M-face of H}.
re(X) denotes the number (if it exists)
m(X) = sup {re(H): H a proper face of X1}. De/inition 2.10. X is called a CL.space if X 1 = cony (F U -P) whenever F is a maximal proper face of X 1.
PXOl'OSlTIOl,~ 2.11, [7] . Let X be a/inite dimensional space. Then the/ollowing statements are equivalent: (1) X is a CL-space. (b) Assume X is a finite dimensional CL-space and let {/1 ..... /~}_=O~X~ be a basis for X*. Then the mapping T: X-*l~o defined by
is a linear isomorphism that maps every extreme point of X 1 to a corner of the n-cube (1~04. Hence the unit ball X 1 can be obtained as a convex hull of some subset of ~(l~o)1, where n = dim X. This was observed in [7] .
Intersection properties
1)e]inition 3.1. Let n and ]c be integers with 2 <k<n. X is said to have the nJc. intersection property (n.Ic.I.P.) if the following condition is satisfied:
Any n balls in X intersect provided any k of them intersect. We refer to [7] for an extensive study of the intersection properties. Let us mention here without proof the following results. T~EOREM 3.3, [7] . X has the 4.2.I.P. i] and only i/X* is isometric to the space LI(/~ ) /or some measure is. COROLLARY 3.4, [7] . Assume X is finite dimensional. X has the 4.2.I.P. i] and only i/ X = l~o where n = dim X. In the following we shall be concerned only with the 3.2.I.P. Hanner characterized the finite dimensional spaces with the 3.2.I.P. by their facial properties [2] . The following theorem which extends Hanner's results was proved by Lima. Proo/. ~ote that ~v H is convex if and only if it is a face. Since dim X < ~, we always have H=eonv (/7 U FH). It follows from Theorem 3.6 that if (1) and (2) in definition 2.2 is satisfied, then (3) is also satisfied. Now the equivalence of (1), (2) , and (3) is obvious. 
L-and M-sllrnrnantls
Definition 4.1. Let P be a projection in X. 
cony (K O -K). Then the map F-~span/~ is a one-to-one correspondence between the proper split-laces o/K and the proper L-summands o/X.
Since we will use one half of this result in section 7, we will indicate the proof of this part here. For a proof of the folIowing theorem we refer to [4] .
T H E OR E M 5.2, [4]. Let n > 2 be an integer. The/oUowing statements are equivalent:
(1) X has the n.2.I.P. earlier observations. In the same way, we can show that R has the n.2.I.P, for all n ~> 3.
Here we shall be concerned only with the 3.2.I.P. Let us include a proof of the following result.
LElVtMA 5.4, [4] . Assume X has the 3.2.I.P. and that x=(xl, x2, x3, x4)E~eH~(X)I with x ~(U l<,<t<4S~j). Then the ]ollowing statements hold: The next result will be used several times in sections 6 and 7. 
Characterizations of parallel-and split-faces
In this section X is a finite dimensional Banach space with the 3. Proo/. Note that we assume that 2"~ is a face. (2)~(1) is trivial, so assume (1). Since F is a parallel-face but not a split face of K, there exist x~, xa~2, and x~, xa~_~ such that x~ =t=xa and
From Theorem 3.6. (4), it follows that there exist z, u~, u a ~X such that and so on.
From Lemma 5.4. and Theorem 5.5. it follows that there exists y = (Yl, Y~, -Ya, -Y4) E OeH4(X)4 such that all y~EOeX 1 and for i=l,2,3, y~Eface(oc-lu~)~_face(x~). Hence

Yl, YaEOe -F with Yl~Y3 and ysEOeF). Clearly also y4E0~F).
Example 6.3. Let K=H in example 2.5. Let F=conv (x4, xs). Since xl, x2, xsEF'K and x I + x 4 = x 2 + xs, it follows that F is not a parallel-face.
Let G=conv (x3, x4). Since Xl, xsEG'K and xl+x4=xs+x S, it follows that G is not a split-face.
COrOLLArY 6.4. Let F be a proper/ace o/ K. Then the/ollowing statements are equivalent:
(1) F is a split-lace o/K.
(2) For all xEae2' and all yfi~F'K, cony (x, y) is a/ace o/ K.
C o R o L LARu 6.5. Let x I E ~eK. Then the/oUowing statements are equivalent:
(1) {xl} is a split./ace o/g. 
Finite dimensional Banach spaces with the 3.2.I.P
Throughout this section, let X be a finite dimensional Banach space with the 3.2.I,P.
The first proposition is essential for the proof of our main theorem, which appears after the proposition. The rest of the section then consists of a series of lemmas which constitute the proof of the main theorem. /~ote that face (x, F) means face ((x} U/~) and is described in Lemma 2.1. (5) we can use the same arguments as those of (2) So assume x~y. By (2), H=facc (x, P) such that yEface (x, F). Since X is finite-dimensional we have F=face (z) for some zEF. Thus yEface (2-1(X § such that for some w E X 1 and some ~ > 0 2-1(x+z) --ay+(1 -a)w.
Proo/. (1)~(2)~(3) is trivial. To prove (3)~
Just as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we can find u E ~e face (z)= ~e F and v E aeX1 such that
x § =y §
Then clearly vEH and since F is a parallel-face of H, we get vE~F. The proof is complete.
COROLLARY 7.2. Assume G and H are proper/aces o/ X 1 such that G~_H and that there exists xE~eH",,G. I/E is a maximal/ace of H such that G~ F and x~F, then F is a parallel-face of H and dim span F+ 1 =dim span H.
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 3.9, we get that F is a parallel-face of H. For each yE~e//~F, we get xEface (y, F). Now the proof of (4)* (5) (3) is Lemma 7.5 below. (3)~ (4) Note that this holds for all g E~K*~{f0 , f}. We shall show that this implies that K* cannot be an B-face.
We assume for contradiction that K* is an M-face, and let H be a maximal proper face of K* such that also H'= H~r. is a maximal proper faee of K*. We look at three cases.
(i) Assume/0,/EH (or both are in H'). Then by Proposition 7.1 there exist g, hES~H'
(or GH) with/o+g=/+h. But then
which is a contradiction.
(ii) There exists a gE~ e face (2-x(/o+/))~{/0, ]}. Then there exist a>0 and an hEX~ such that
~g + (1-ot) h = 2-1(lo + l).
By chosing ~ as large as possible in (0, 1], we can assume g~face (h). By Theorem 3.6
there exists an xEO~X 1 such that 9(x)=l and h(x)= -1. Since X is a CL-space, we get
Hence ~=2 -1, and ]o+]=g+h. But then
Thus it only remains to consider case (iii). which is a contradiction. The proof is complete.
We shall now give a short proof of (1) ~ (4) 8eM N F~ such that x +y = yl +Y2.
Clearly M=face (y, F) since M is minimal with/'M=#~D and non-convex.
Since F is an M-face, there exist a pair of disjoint maximal proper faces G and H of F.
We can assume zeH since F=conv (G U H).
We want to show that T=face (y, H) is an M-face with dim span T>dim span F.
This will be our final contradiction. Thus it remains to show that F 1 N T is a maximal proper face of T.
Let us draw a picture. We look upon M from above G. shown that we can assume (Nx)K 13 (Ng)K=~.
Let G and H be a pair of maximal proper faces of iv. By Lemma 7. Choose here face (--/) N face (g). Just as in the proof of (ii) in the proof of Lemma 7.6, we find h 1, h 2 e ~ X~ such that 
